Sweepers is a framework for defining space deformation operations for interactive shape modeling. The artist describes a basic deformation as a path through which a tool is moved. Our tools are simply shapes. So we can use shapes already created as customized tools to make more complex shapes or to simplify the modeling process.
Introduction
In the context of interactive shape modeling, a common characteristic of popular techniques is the possibility for the artist to operate on a shape by modifying directly the shape's mathematical description: e.g. the control points of a subdivision surface also define the surface. But with the constant increase of computing power, it is realistic and more effective to insert some interface between the artist and the mathematics describing a shape. As Foley and Van Dam remark, "The user interfaces of successful systems are largely independent of the internal representation chosen" [14] . Space deformation is a family of techniques that permits describing operations on a shape independently from that shape's description. With this separation, new shape descriptions can easily benefit from existing space deformation, and further development on operations and descriptions can be carried in parallel. While space deformation has been used for solving a wide range of problems in Computer Graphics, it is missing a framework specific to interactive shape modeling. Sweepers is a framework for defining shape operations, in which the basis of operations is simply gesture.
Shapes produced with sweepers are coherent because sweepers are foldoverfree: there is no ambiguity as to which points of space belong to the shape. A deformation that would create foldovers would produce a self-intersection of the shape, which cannot be cured with any space deformation. With the exception of [11] , [21] , [16] and sweepers, other deformation operations do not prevent surfaces from self-intersecting.
Sweepers can be applied in principle to any standard model. All the examples in this paper, however, are deformations of a single sphere. Using a sphere has the advantage of being simple to implement, as well as showing shapes with features genuinely created with our technique.
Our deformation operations are specified as transformations of tools where a tool is any shape. They are continuous (at least C 0 and in most cases C 2 ). They are local within some user-defined distance of the tools, and most importantly they are foldover-free, preserving the shape's coherency. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we overview existing space deformation techniques. In Section 3 we introduce our new deformations, and we present efficient closed-forms. In Section 4 we propose several ways of defining tools. In Section 5, we propose a shape description suitable for modeling with sweepers. We discuss our results in Section 6.
Modeling by deformation
In a system for modeling by deformation, the currently observed shape is the result of repeated deformation of the space in which the initial shape is embedded. A convenient formalism can be used for specifying any modeling operation by deformation: the modeling equation gives the final shape S(t n ) as a function the initial shape S(t 0 ):
where
The operator Ω expresses the finite repeated composition of functions. Each function f ti →ti+1 : R 3 → R 3 is a deformation that transforms every point p of space at time t i into a point of space at time t i+1 . Section 3 focuses on defining a set of functions f ti →ti+1 useful for modeling.
Normal Deformation:
Computing accurate normals to the surface is very important, since the normals' level of quality will dramatically affect the visual quality of the shape. With space deformation, each normal is updated by multiplying the previous normal by the co-matrix 1 of the Jacobian [3] . Let us recall that the Jacobian of f at p is the matrix J(f, p) = ( ∂f ∂x (p), ∂f ∂y (p), ∂f ∂z (p)), and that by using the cross product ×, there is a convenient way to compute the co-matrix of J = ( j x , j y , j z ):
where the vectors j x , j y and j z are column vectors.
The remainder of this section overviews existing deformation techniques in the context of interactive modeling. We organize them in three groups: deformations that are not suitable for sculpture and can produce a relatively limited set of shapes, deformations that can produce a large set of shapes given enough parameters for a few functions f ti →ti+1 , and deformations that can produce a large set of shapes given enough simple functions f ti →ti+1 .
Global deformations
A. Barr [3] defines space tapering, twisting and bending transformations via a matrix that is a function of a space coordinate. C. Blanc [4] generalizes this work to deformations that are functions of several space coordinates. Y. K. Chang and A .P. Rockwood [8] propose a polynomial deformation that efficiently achieves "Barr"-like deformations and more, using a Bézier curve with coordinate sets defined at control points. M. Mikita [22] extends this method to triangular Bézier surfaces. A restriction of these methods is the initial rectilinear axis or planar surface. B. Crespin [10] proposes a technique based on recursive subdivision in order to use an initially deformed tool.
These methods can be easily controlled by the user with a few control parameters. However, their non-locality makes them unsuitable for surface sculpture.
Many parameters, few functions
T. Sederberg and S. Parry [26] introduce Free-Form Deformation (FFD): the artist defines a deformation by moving the control points of a Bézier volume. A major restriction of FFD is the regularity of the grid. S. Coquillart [9] and C. Blanc [5] extend this work for non-regular lattices. Note that with these methods, defining a deformation requires the placement of the control lattice with respect to the shape. W. M. Hsu et al. [18] propose a way of doing direct manipulation of a single point or multiple points in space with FFD. The regularity and fixed size of the grid restrict the operations. R. A. MacCracken and K. I. Joy [20] use subdivision volumes, which allow the artist to define manually arbitrary lattices. P. Borrel and D. Bechmann [6] generalize this to arbitrarily positioned control points, where no lattice is needed: the shape is projected in a non-linear manner into a space of higher dimension; the deformation is completed by a projection back onto R 3 . In Scodef (Simple Constrained Deformation) instead of just control points, P. Borrel and A. Rappoport [7] also use control areas, and the control features can be assigned orientations to perform twists. These methods define the deformation as a projection of a high dimensional space. Issues arise for controlling the deformation, because the pseudo-inverse computation involved does not always behave predictably. L. Moccozet and N. Magnenat-Thalmann [23] propose another approach to get rid of lattice regularity. They use a method developed by G. Farin [13] to define a continuous parametrization over the Sibson coordinates. Control points have to be placed manually, and computing the Sibson coordinates is expensive and relatively difficult. The above methods may fold space onto itself and produce incoherent shapes. James E. Gain and Neil A. Dodgson [16] present a foldover-free condition and a cure for FFD deformations based on uniform B-Splines.
These methods can achieve very complex deformations but at a cost: either they are computationally intensive, or the effort required from the user to specify the control lattice is high.
Many functions, few parameters
Another approach to space deformation is the definition of simple operations. Complexity is achieved by combining many simple deformations. An early surface editing tool that resembles space deformation is warping, by R. Parent [24] . Vertices within a distance (discrete number of edges) from a selected vertex are warped, that is, a weighted transformation of the selected vertex is applied to them. P. Decaudin [11] proposes a tool that allows modeling a shape by iteratively adding or removing the volume of simple 3D shapes (eg. sphere, ellipsoid). These deformations do not allow the artist to bend or twist a shape, and need to be coupled with other deformations. Note that they are foldover-free. G. Wyvill et al. [28] introduce feature modeling, local space deformations applied to a parametric surface. A translation, twist or bend is applied around a point within a limiting ellipsoid. This method shows that a space deformation technique can easily be turned into a surface editing tool by using the surface's parametric information. Y. Kurzion and R. Yagel [19] present deformations called ray deflectors. The deformation is defined by its inverse, which enables rendering deformed shapes by deforming simulated rays of light. Their tool can translate, rotate and scale a point, smoothly and locally within a sphere. Moreover, they define a discontinuous deformation that allows space to be cut . K. Singh and E. Fiume [27] introduce wires, a geometric deformation technique which can easily achieve a very rich set of deformations with curves as control features. B. Crespin [10] introduces the IFFD (Implicit Free Form Deformation). Although it is called implicit, the deformation applied to an embedded shape is explicit: the field generated by a skeleton modulates affine transformations. He also proposes two ways to combine many transformations simultaneously. D. Mason and G. Wyvill [21] introduce blendeforming, using reversible (foldoverfree) local deformations that can specify the deformation by controlling the position of a point or the control points of a curve.
In a virtual modeling context, the above methods would be applied repetitively to the shape, similarly to modeling in a non-virtual context.
A drawback of the methods overviewed in this section resides in the relation between the deformation and the clay: either it is manually defined by the user, or making the correspondence is the bottleneck of the algorithm. As a result it is difficult to push or pull a particular part of the surface predictably.
Modeling with Gesture
In the following, the input that defines transformations is a gesture, possibly obtained using a mouse or hand tracking device. For the sake of simplicity, we will denote by f the function f ti →ti+1 of Eq. (1).
Naive deformation
A simple space deformation can be defined with a transformation (translation, rotation, scale, etc.) whose effect is spatially weighted. Thus two entities suffice:
• a transformation: 4 × 4 real matrix M , defined by a gesture (mouse move, tracked hand).
• the amount of transformation at p ∈ R 3 : scalar field ϕ(p) ∈ [0, 1], defined for instance using the distance to a shape. We call this field tool .
The most straightforward way of weighting M with ϕ is to weight the displacement induced by M at p:
This weighting of M produces however poor results in several cases, including when M is a rotation matrix. To compute fractions of a transformation, we prefer to use the formalism of M. Alexa [1] , i.e. the multiplication operator which behaves essentially like · for scalars (see Appendix A). Note that although we use Alexa's operator, we do not necessarily evaluate it numerically as proposed in his paper, since some cases reduce to more efficient and elegant closed-form formulas. For example if the matrix M is a translation, then Eq. (4) is in fact equivalent to Eq. (3). Thus, in a more general way the transformation M can be weighted with ϕ as follows:
The deformationf is still naive, since it can create foldovers. For example, if M is a translation of large magnitude, it can map points within the support of ϕ onto points outside from the support of ϕ, thus folding space onto itself as shown in Figure 2 (left).
Single sweeper
As shown in Figure 2 (right), if we decompose the transformation into a series of s small enough transformations, and apply each of them to the result of the previous one, foldovers disappear. The decomposition in s steps for a general transformation is expressed as follows:
The value returned by ϕ k is that of the scalar field ϕ transformed by such that the deformation is foldover-free (see Appendix B). We propose the following as a lower bound to the required number of steps s (see Appendix C): [1, 8] log(M ) · p l < s (6) where p l∈ [1, 8] are the corners of a box oustide which the function ϕ equals zero.
Simultaneous sweepers
Applying more than one operation at the same time and the same place has applications in modeling: for instance for modeling a symmetric object, to define a tool composed of several tools, or to pinch the shape. Let us consider n operations, defined with M i∈ [1,n] and ϕ i∈ [1,n] . The following is a naive way to achieve simultaneous deformations, using the formalism of M. Alexa (see Appendix A):
This function is naive because its effect is not local since it sums the effect of the each operation. The following expression provides a normalized and smooth 2 combination of all the transformations at any point p in space 3 :
where:
is required to produce a normalized combination of the transformations. This prevents for instance two translations of vector d producing translations of vector 2 d , which could send some points far away from the tools. This unwanted behaviour was also identified by K. Singh and E. Fiume [27] .
• 1− n k=1 (1−ϕ k (p)) smooths the deformation in the entire space. Smoothness would be lost between the regions where k ϕ k = 0 and k ϕ k = 0 if we only used the normalization above. 2 as smooth as the ϕ i . 3 The operator L expresses a repetive sum:
(a) Eq. (8), however may produce foldovers as in the case of a single tool i.e. Eq. (4). If we decompose it into small enough steps, foldovers are avoided:
Note that the value returned by ϕ k j is that of the scalar field ϕ j transformed by
The following expression is a lower bound to the required number of steps, generalizing the single tool condition (see Appendix C): [1, 8] log M j · p lj < s (10) where p lj ∈ [1, 8] are the corners of a bounding box oustide which the function ϕ j equals zero.
Fast single sweeper
In a single tool scenario, the artist can conveniently input several transformations: translations, non-uniform and uniform scaling and rotations. With these simple transformations, the deformations of a point is much simpler to compute, as there is a closed-form to the logarithm of simple matrices. We provide fast deformation functions for a vertex and its normal. For deforming the normal, computing the Jacobian's co-matrix is not always required: J C · n leads to much simpler expressions. Note that the normal's deformations do not preserve the normal's length. It is therefore necessary to divide the normal by its magnitude.
If M is a translation:
The use of simplifies, using translation vector d. The minimum number of steps is:
The s vertex deformations are:
The s normal deformations are: 
where d max is the largest distance between a point in the deformed area and the center c, approximated using a bounding box. The s vertex deformations are: 
If M is a non-uniform scaling operation: Let us define the center of the scale c , its direction of scale, unit vector n, and its scaling factor, σ. The minimum number of steps is:
where d max is the largest distance between a point in the deformed area and the plane of normal n passing through c. The s vertex deformations are:
The s normal deformations are:
It is appropriate to remark here that the tool is also subject to the scale, and that the influence function ϕ t must be defined in an appropriate way, as described in Section 4.
If M is a rotation: Let us define a rotation angle θ, center of rotation r and vector of rotation v = (v x , v y , v z ) . The minimum number of steps is:
where r max is the distance between the axis of rotation and the farthest point from it, approximated using a bounding box. The s vertex deformations are:
Fast symmetric sweepers
For an operation symmetric about a plane, the transformation matrices are of the same type, thus blending them leads to simple expressions. Let us consider two tools ϕ 0 and ϕ 1 . If the influence of both tools is zero at p, i.e. if ϕ 0 (p) = 0 and ϕ 1 (p) = 0, then the deformation is the identity. If the influence of one tool is zero at p, that is if ϕ 0 (p) = 0 or ϕ 1 (p) = 0, then the deformation equation is that of a single tool. When both influences are not zero at p, i.e. if ϕ 0 (p) = 0 and ϕ 1 (p) = 0, then the deformation induced at p by the tools' motion must be computed using Eq. (8). In the rest of this section, we have simplified the blending equation for simple symmetric transformations of the same type.
Translation:
The number of steps is:
The deformation of a point is:
Rotation, scale and non-uniform scale: The deformation of a point is:
Defining tools
The position, size and orientation of the tools are controlled in a conventional manner: by clicking on a controller with the mouse the artist can perform translation, uniform scaling and rotation along three axes or in the viewing plane. The tools can have three modes: if the user performs a right click on a tool, it is in positioning mode, and can be translated, scaled or rotated without deforming the space; if the user performs a left click, the tool is in deforming mode, and any transformation will deform space and the shape embedded in it in real time; if the user performs a middle click, the clock of the scene is frozen, the tools are in multiple deforming mode. This allows the user to position as many tools as required, which will deform space in parallel as soon as the user hits an activation key.
To define a tool, a smooth function µ can be composed to the distance to a shape. We chose to use the following C 2 piecewise polynomial, in which λ controls the size of the influence of the tool:
For computing the number of required steps, the largest value of the gradient of ϕ is also required:
Ball tool: Let us define the position of a sphere with a matrix N . The distance to a ball has a simple expression in local coordinates:
If the artist wishes to apply a non-uniform scale to the sphere, it would turn into an ellipsoid, and Eq. (28) would not be usable.
Filled ellipsoid tool:
The ellipsoid is defined in local coordinates as a unit sphere, whose position in world coordinates is encoded in a possibly non-uniform matrix N . To compute the distance to a filled ellipsoid, we use the numerical method described in [12] .
where S is the unit sphere at the origin (29)
Mesh tool: It is convenient for an artist to choose or manufacture his own tools. For this purpose, we propose the possibility of baking pieces of clay in order to use them as tools. By baking, we mean precomputing a data structure such that the distance field can be computed efficiently. Several algorithms exist, and more information can found in [17] . Presenting them is beyond the scope of this paper. In our implementation, we pre-compute a BSP of the Voronoï diagram of the vertices, and compute the distance using the surrounding triangles. 
Shape description
Since sweepers apply to space, they can be applied in principle to the control points of popular shape descriptions, e.g. meshes, NURBS or subdivision surfaces. The application we are aiming at is however shape modeling, in which the number of deformations is possibly excessively large, and issues related to such excess rise when the shape needs to be rendered. The motivation of this section is to provide a shape description for interactive modeling which supports high deformation and does not break when highly stretched. A simple way of representing a deformable shape is to place a set of samples on the surface of the shape: this makes the task of deforming the shape as straightforward as deforming the points on its surface. Points are discrete surface samples, and need to be somehow connected using splatting, interpolation or approximation scheme in order to display a continuous surface.
Our method uses an updated mesh, i.e. vertices connected with triangles. Connectivity provides convenient 2D-boundary information for rendering the surface as well as surface neighborhood information, which enables the artist to define very thin membranes without having them vanish, as shown in Figure 12(c) . The use of triangular "C 0 patches" circumvents issues related to non-regular vertices and smoothness maintenance across the boundaries that join patches. Also, current hardware handles polygons very efficiently, which is relevant to us since interactivity is among our objectives. The reader however should be aware that point-sampled geometry has recently ignited a lot of interest from researchers [25] .
The possibly large number of deformations applied by an artist requires some minimum surface sampling density. Thus, the scene is initialized with a polygonal model, e.g. a sphere with a homogeneous density of nearly equilateral triangles 4 . In order to quickly fetch the vertices to be deformed and the edges that require splitting or collapsing, these are inserted into a 3D grid. Note that this spatial limitation is not too restrictive for the artist, as our deformations allow us to translate the entire model rigidly and scale it uniformly.
To fetch the vertices that are deformed, a query is done with the tool's bounding box. Conveniently, this bounding box is also used in Eq. (6) . Since the principle of our swept deformations is to subdivide the input gesture into a series of smaller ones, all the transformations applied to the vertices are bounded. To take advantage of this decomposition in steps, we apply a modified version of a more generic algorithm [15] . Our method requires keeping two vertices and two normals per vertex, corresponding to the previous and following state of some small step operation f k . Loosely speaking, our surface-updating algorithm assumes that smooth curves run on the surface, and that the available information, namely vertices and normals, should be able to represent them. If this is not the case after deformation, then it means the surface is under-sampled. On the other hand, if an edge is well enough represented by a single sample, then it is collapsed.
Let us consider an edge e defined by two vertices (v 0 , v 1 ) with normals ( n 0 , n 1 ), and the deformed edge e defined by vertices (v 0 , v 1 ) with normals ( n 0 , n 1 ). In addition to the conditions in [15] based on edge length and angle between normals, we also base the choice of splitting edge e on the error between the edge and a fictitious vertex, which belongs to a smooth curve on the surface. The fictitious vertex is used only for measuring the error, and is not a means of interpolating the vertices. If the error between the fictitious vertex and the edge is too large, the edge e is split, and the new vertex and normal are deformed. On the other hand if the fictitious vertex represents the edge e well enough, then edge e is collapsed, and the new vertex is deformed. We define the fictitious vertex as the mid-vertex of a C 1 curve, since vertices and normals only provide first order information about the surface. The following cubic polynomial curve interpolates the vertices v 0 and v 1 with corresponding shape tangents t 0 and t 1 , defined below:
The only constraint on tangent t i is to be perpendicular to the corresponding normal n i . The following choice defines tangents of magnitude proportional to the distance between the vertices:
With the above tangents, the expression of the middle vertex simplifies:
With the fictitious vertex c(0.5), the tests to decide whether an edge should be split or collapsed can now be defined:
Too-long edge: An edge e is too long if at least one of the following conditions is met:
• The edge is longer than L max , the size of a grid-cell. This condition keeps a minimum surface density, so that the deformation can be caught by the net of vertices if the coating thickness λ j is greater than L max .
• The distance between the fictitious vertex and the mid-vertex of e is too large (we used L max /20). This condition prevents the sampling from folding on itself, which would produce multiple sampling layers of the same surface.
• The angle between the normals n 0 and n 1 is larger than a constant θ max . This condition keeps a minimum curvature sampling.
Too-short edge:
An edge e is too short if all of the following conditions are met:
• The edge's length is shorter than L min (we used L max /2).
• The angle between the normals n 0 and n 1 is smaller than a constant θ min .
• The distance between the fictitious vertex and the mid-vertex of e is too small (we used L min /20).
Also, to avoid excessively small edges, an edge is merged regardless of previous conditions if it is too small (we used L min /20). We stress that the procedure for updating the mesh is applied at each small step, rather than after the user's deformation function has been applied. Because vertex displacements are bounded by the foldover-free conditions, the update of our shape description does not suffer from problems related to updating a greatly distorted triangulation. Figure 9 shows a twist on a simple U-shape. Figure 10 shows the algorithm preserving a fine triangulation only where required. Figure 11 shows the algorithm at work in a more practical situation. The procedure outline is:
Compute the number of steps required, s. for each step k do Deform the points, and hold their previous values for each too-long edge do split the edge and deform the new point. end for for each too-short edge do collapse the edge and deform the new point. end for end for Figure 9 : Example of our mesh-updating algorithm on a highly twisted U-shape. The close-up shows a sharp feature, with finer elongated triangles.
Limitation: With the updated mesh method, we choose to ignore the history of functions applied to the shape by the artist. Thus we "collapse" the history by freezing it in the current shape. To explain the major consequence of this, let us suppose the scene at a time t k , such that the shape S(t k ) is shown to the user. The next deformation produced by the artist with the mouse is function f t k →t k+1 , and all the mesh refinements and simplifications are performed in S(t k ). This is however an approximation: ideally the last operation should be concatenated to the history of deformations, and the whole Figure 10 : Behaviour of our mesh-updating algorithm on an already punched sphere.
The decimation acompanying the second punch simplifies the small triangle of the first punch. The tool has been removed for better visualization. series should be applied to the initial shape S(t 0 ), i.e.
n Ω i=0 f ti →ti+1 should be applied to each new vertex. This would however become more and more time consuming as the sequence of deformations gets longer (n gets larger), and the modeling software would eventually become unusable.
Results
By combining a few simple transformations (translation, uniform scale and rotation), the set of possible deformations is quite high because of the arbitrary shape of the tools, and also because many tools' deformations can be blended. The shapes shown in Figure 12 were modeled in real-time in one hour at most, and were all made starting with a sphere. Figures 1, 12 (a) and 12(b) show the use of the multi-tool to achieve smooth and symmetric objects. Figure 12(d) shows that sharp features can be easily modeled. Figures 12(c) and 12(i) show the advantage of foldover-free deformations, as the artist did not have to concentrate on avoiding self-intersections: our deformations do not change the topology of space and thus preserve the topology of the initial object.
Conclusion
Sweepers is a deformation technique which preserves the shape's coherency. We hope that our technique is intuitive by analogy with traditional clay modeling. To define operations, we combine transformations in a non-linear manner by using the matrix logarithmic space. The deformations are swept, with a bound on the number of steps that may need to be formally validated. In the case of simple transformations for single tools, we provide fast expressions for real time modeling. Future work may involve the specification of more useful scalar fields, possibly using convolution surfaces.
In addition to gesture as the basis of creation and shape coherency, another concept familiar to most users is the preservation of material. A shape modeling technique that preserves volume would take even more advantage of user a priori knowledge of shapes. Swirling-sweepers is a technique that preserves a shape's volume independently from its description [2] . In conjunction with the presented sweeper operations, the volume of a shape can be increased, decreased or preserved.
simplicity. The following is a naive deformation step that may produce foldovers:
Let us define two points in space p, q ∈ R 3 . To find a condition on the deformation being foldover-free, we prove the following: if q = p, then their images should be different:
We consider q being in the neighborhood of p, i.e. the reachable space along the n paths of the deformation, with h j → 0 + :
We substitute q and rearrange the equation:
Because h j → 0 + , the two leftmost matrices commute, and their product commutes with the rightmost matrix. We can therefore write the condition:
We suppose p is not an eigenvector associated with eigenvalue 1 of the above matrix, so we can generalize this vertex inequality to a matrix inequality:
Applying the determinant and rearranging the expression:
Since h j → 0 + :
Let us assume det(M j ) ≥ 1. Because ∀α ≥ 1, ∀x ∈ R the function x → α x is increasing with respect to x, the deformation is foldover-free if ∀j:
By substituting for β j :
Applying the chain rule:
By developing the derivative:
It can be easily shown that = ||log M j · p||. Because a matrix is a diffeomorphism, we can define n bounding boxes p kj ∈ [1, 8] around each tool j to approximate ||log M j · p||. Also, since taking fractions of the transformations prevents the space to fold on itself, we can introduce the number of steps we look for:
kj ∈ [1, 8] log( 1 s M j )p kj < 1 Since 1 < s:
kj ∈ [1, 8] log M j · p kj < s
This does not constitute a proof since we haven't shown that p is not an eigenvector associated with eigenvalue 1 of the concerned matrix, and we assumed det(M j ) ≥ 1. To compute the derivative of the distance to a point, we use the following formula, modeled by differentiating (h M · p − q) 2 :
D Proof ∀h ∈ IR,
And finally, because the length of a vector is shorter when multiplied by a normal vector:
So we can substitute the latter: In (c), the first modeling step was to squash the sphere into a very thin disk. In (g), eyeballs were added.
